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and princes were often bad· listeners when it came to being forbidden the pleasures of the
senses by prIests, and this resistance became most pronounced following the Renaissance.
Co....ent Garden is perhaps the largest monument to thIS aspect of their cultural life, havmg
been founded in the late seventeenth century to allow the dominant classes to enjoy its new
theatres, coffee houses and brothels without public interference from the Bishop of London. l

This libertine impulse also found support ill other lesser known traditIons, mostly deri ....ing
from the pre-Christian world, traditions that kept alive the notion that sexual expression was
natural and necessary to human existence. A popular baudy tradition visible, for Instance, in
the marginal world of travelling players, criminals and prostitutes, coincIded with and
supported a more sophisticated subculture of educated libertines. These were often
supported in theIr views by a medical profession schooled on classical notions of the body, its
humours, and its sensual and sexual needs.

Libertinism amounted to a radical opposition to the religious and cultural statUs quo. In
the 'forbidden' books of the French Enlightenment, for example (ohen composed for under
the-<ounter sale by better known literary figures), we find pornographic narratives
articulating resistance to the 'tyranny' of the king and his laws, and also to the Church's
moral hypocrisy and intellectual domination. Take, for instance, the depiction of even the
philosophically 'advanced' clergy as hypocritical fornicators in the 'forbidden' classic, Therese
Philosophe. Here the heroine's journey to philosophical enJightenment (an iconoclastic
philosophical materialism), initiated by her fashionably Cartesian (but truly horrible) father
confessor, is also a graphic journey towards her knowledge of sexual pleasure as a form of
the highest good. In this journey Nature, Reason, and Pleasure are linked together in a trinity
opposing the ignorance, hypocrisy and tyranny of the Church and the political status quo:

In books like this, and in many often sexually explicit satirical prints, circulated and
admired in the dubs and salons of the penod, we find the beginnings of a much larger
market for the pornographic. Wits and wantons gathered to admire poems and prints that
allowed them the pleasure of what was forbidden by the officIal status quo. As in the world
of goods, once expensive, rare or hand·crafted luxury items, such as fob-watches, books and
pnnts, in this period were reproduced more cheaply for a growing and less dIscriminating
middle class market. Hogarth is one artist who exemplifies this shift in consumption and
taste. Another is his gifted younger contemporary, Thomas Rowlandson, whose successful
explicit satirical prints are suggestive of a new, more broadly-based market in pornography.'

This expansion in the world of goods from the eighteenth century also gave rise to that
'magic system', advertising. Competition for market share demanded persuasion, and dunng
the nineteenth century, the potential buyer's sexual fantasies were utilized as an effective
marketing tool. Just like the pornographic image, the advertisement's direct appeal could be
seen to overcome the buyer's resistance, and insinuate itself into the consummg mind. An
well known example of this are the then daring female figures used m many commercial art
nouveau posters promoting soap, bicycles, etc.

Today, even if the poster-ad, image or film sequence gets mto trouble with the censors for
being more sexually explIcit than what is thought by some to be 'acceptable', the effect is
invariably commercial success. A notorious example of this is the clever series of Cal.... in Klem
ads that appeared to reference porn movies. This successful 'sex effect' can also be seen in
popular books, music videos, and TV soaps and films, where sex, lIke violence, is used to
heIghten the presence of the associated product in the mind of the consumer.

The need to make products stand out in a crowded market by using sex inevitably erodes
those cultural constraints once imposed and maintamed by religion. This can be seen in the
qUIte rapid changes in what is seen to be acceptable to television audiences. Thus while
Se:c([.ife might have been taken off the aIr recently, this should be measured against the
mcreasing presence of sex elsewhere in the media, for example, gay short films on SBS TV.
What was once enacted only furtively, in private, betw-een consenting adults, behind dosed
doors, can now be seen - perhaps not explicitly - in many movies, books, magazines, and still
without restriction on the internet. Music videos, and now the internet ha....e accelerated this
erosion of what were once the 'acceptable' boundaries fixed by religion and its moral
sanctions.

There is an obvious hypocrisy in this manipulation of (mostly male) sexual desires for
commercial profit in the media, and simultaneous airmg of reactive, censorious
grandstanding sometimes even in the same newspaper or TV channel. But tlus hypocrisy IS

really the faint echo of the battle of the past, between the libertines and the godly. This can be
seen most clearly when we compare, for example, how violence and sex are now treated in
our society. For violence, and the graphic depiction of violence, was traditionally not
recogruzed to be a moral eVIl eqUivalent to 'foffilcabon', whIch was descnbed as a serIOUS
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Top: Frontispiece of the book Therese Philosophe
attributed to the Marquis d'Argens pubLished in
17-W encapsulates the message of the work of
literature

Middle: Carved wooden icon of the Divine
Vulva found in South India, 19th Century

Below~ Vishvaneth temple in Khajuraho, India
depicts idealised figures engaged in an eleventh
century orgy
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offence 'to God and man' many times in the Bible. Consequently, European society was
surprIsingly tolerant of individual acts of violence. Fighting was widely seen as 'natural', .
especially amongst young men, a form of harmless 'fun', even if this frequently resulted in
serIOUS injury This wider tolerance has survived In the apparent tolerance to bloodshed on
the screen. Graphically hacking a woman or child to pieces with a sword might earn a 'NlA'
classification for a film (ie sUitable for 15 year old boys), whl1e explicit love making will earn
it the dubious and confusing 'adult only' classification - suggesting to the young that sex is in
fact stdl a sin, whIlst killing IS just an unavoidable part of life.

Similarly, graphic representations of sex also fall \iictim to pseudo-scientific categorization
based on concepts of what is 'normal' and 'aberrant'. These are mostly a legacy of he hot
house ahnosphere of denial and suppression that clouded discussions of sexuality in the
nineteenth century, but are still tenaciously drawn upon to Justify censorship and even
prosecution. The main issues that crop up repeatedly in most of the ugly cases before the
courts really concern violence and power and its abuse - particularly of chIldren and of
women. There is certamly no evidence that sexual representations in themselves are
emotionally or psychologically damaging, whereas the linking of these to acts of VIOlence and
abuse, very likely are

Whether conscious of it or not, artists have inherited the role of the libertines ot the past.
As a result they often find themselves weaving in and out of the 'sexploitation' of
consumerism - whether to utilize its Imagery', shock its complacency, or simply to try and be
more truthful about the still buried roles of sex in our lives.

While many attempt to explain and Justify this in the neo~language of the critics, the issues
at stake are much bigger than sImply an attempt to 'recover the marginal'. By being truthful
about the body, about sex and about our desires, the artist (and writer) will inevitably
challenge the mam-game, the legacy of hypocrisy that is such a dIstinguishing feature of our
culture. This can be seen in the self-censorship of many famous artists. Every second
modernist master, it seems, from Picasso onwards, appears to have left behind a now 'closed'
or 'restricted' archive of erotic drawings, prints or photographs, discretely concealed from
that moralistic mmority who appear still to have the power to have artists arrested and
galleries closed in Australia.

This double-game is constantly legitimized and reinforced m our popular culture - images
of sensuality, and sexuality, are routinely exploited for profit, but individual expressions of
sexualIty are routinely demgrated, categorized as 'unmanly' or perverse, or concealed for
'under-the-counter' sale. Even if we hate censorship and self~consciously embrace the erotic,
we remain scarred by the social environment created and maintained by these double
standards. Our own awareness of our bodies and our sexuality, under these circumstances,
can never recover the i.nnocent sensuality vislble in those blissful couples on the walls of the
ancient temples of India. Both our art and our public culture are impoverished as a result. 0
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